
Name of Business:   Norske Nook Restaurant & Bakery 

Contact Information: Sara Seffens  715-234-1733 sarajoy.norskenook@yahoo.com 

Website address:     norskenook.com 

About Us: 

Since Helen Myher opened the very first Norske Nook, she focused on the true spirit of hospitality; 

where every guest is treated like family and affordable home cooking.  In fact our name, Norske Nook is 

derived from a group of Norwegian farmers that ate breakfast every morning at her cafe and sat in the 

one and only corner booth. Owner, Jerry Bechard has made this spirit the number one focus in all of his 

restaurants since purchasing the operation in 1993.  

Now a foursome of revered pie shrines in Osseo, Rice Lake, DeForest, and Hayward, Wisconsin. The 

Nook’s international fame grew from a tradition of Midwest home baking, informed by Scandinavian 

roots and enriched by the luscious ripe fruit and scrumptious sour creams and cream cheeses of 

America’s Dairyland. Each location is open seven days a week and offers a full menu along with daily 

morning, noon, and evening specials. 

Norske Nook is renowned for its homemade cooking of Norwegian food and American favorites and 

“made from scratch, each crust rolled by hand” award-winning pies. Each year our bakers bring pies to 

compete in Florida in the National Pie Championships and have brought home over 36 Blue Ribbons. 

Our commitment to people extends to our employees, as well. We consider our employees our family 

and treat them with the utmost respect while providing growth opportunities at many levels.  

Norske Nook also believes in giving back to the communities with which we are a part by supporting 

local programs and organizations. Our Rice Lake store donates goods, services, banquet and meeting 

space, dining certificates or meals to a number of key charitable organizations including The Rice Lake 

Rotary Club, Chetek after 5 Christian women’s group, UW- Barron County EATS, Holly Auction, Rice Lake 

Lions Club, and many more.  

Driven by the desire to provide genuine hospitality–for our guests and our employees–we offer a setting 

where people truly care about one another, and show it in everything they do. The high level of respect 

and enthusiasm that runs through our entire organization is evident in many ways, including the 

longevity of our staff and managers, some of whom have been with us for decades. 
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